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Abstract
To get a model based reduction of a distillation column, we used two approaches to reach
that goal. The first approach is by means of Proper Orthogonal Decompositions (POD).
The second approach is based on the method of Parameterized Data Patterns (PDP). After
model reduction the low complexity of the reduced order model enables the design and
synthesis of optimal model-based controllers.

After deriving a physical model of the distillation column, this thesis report describes two
methods to get a model based reduction of the model. The realization of the model
reduction is programmed and simulated in Matlab 6.5. The results of the different
approaches are described and compared.

The goal to reduce the model of a distillation column while keeping the important control
characteristics is achieved; typically, an 88% order reduction of a non linear model is
obtained with POD. Comparison of the reduced approximate model with the rigorous
model shows an excellent minimal match error of the process responses. The PDP
method gives a one order result. Reducing the nonlinear system, which consists of the
model and controller is the only stable strategy for the PDP approach. The PDP method
resulted in non-stable models for the other strategies. Reducing the stabilized plant, this
strategy appeared the best reduction strategy for the column. Conclusion is that the POD
is a better reduction method, because we have more data patterns available than the
method PDP.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter will explain what this thesis is all about, and how it will be fulfilled.

1.1 Motivation and aims

The binary distillation column is a complex dynamical plant and we want to reduce its
complexity, preserving input-output behavior. This must reduce simulation time, and lead
to a higher control efficiency resulting in a reduction of used computation power.

1.2 The problem

The nonlinear plant of the binary distillation column is unstable; this plant is stabilized
with a proportional controller. The Model reduction can be reached through several
strategies:

• Stabilizing the reduced plant: this strategy only reduces the nonlinear plant. The
reduced plant is then stabilized with the controller.

• Reducing the stabilized plant: this strategy only stabilizes the nonlinear plant
with the controller, and then the whole stable system is been reduced.

• Reducing the stabilized linear plant: this strategy only linearizes the nonlinear
plant. Then stabilizes the linearized plant with the controller. Then reduces the
whole stabilized system.

• Reducing the linearized stable plant: this strategy only stabilizes the nonlinear
plant with the controller. Then the whole stabilized system is been linearized, and
finally the whole linearized system is been reduced.

• Stabilizing the Reduced linear plant: this strategy only linearizes the nonlinear
plant. Then the linearized plant is been reduced, and finally the whole reduced
system is been stabilized with the controller.

• Stabilizing the linearized reduced plant: this strategy only reduces the nonlinear
plant. Then the reduced plant is been linearized, and finally the linearized plant is
been stabilized with the controller.

• Linearizing the reduced stable plant: this strategy only stabilizes the nonlinear
plant with the controller. Then the stable system is been reduced, and finally the
reduced system is been linearized.

• Linearizing the stabilized reduced plant: this strategy only reduces the nonlinear
plant. Then the reduced plant is been stabilized with the controller, and finally the
whole stable system is been linearized
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After a strategy the resulting system should be stable and also show the same physical
behavior as the unreduced full order system, this enables the design and synthesis of
optimal model-based controllers.

1.3 Main results

The reduced model with POD is capable to give a response which is not significant
different from the response of the rigorous model from an order 82 until an order of to.
This result is reached by the strategy of Reducing the stabilizedplant. The reduced one
order model with PDP did not succeed to give a response which is not significant
different from the response of the rigorous model. This result is reached by the strategy of
Reducing the stabilized plant, this strategy appeared the best reduction strategy for the
column.

1.4 Organization

In chapter 2 the necessary background information about the distillation column is
described. In chapter 3 are the two approaches for model reduction described. In chapter
4 are the results of both approaches described. In chapter 5 are both approaches used for a
three-mass system to generalize the used methods. Conclusions and several
recommendations for future research are given at the end.
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Chapter 2

Binary distillation
In this chapter a model of the distillation column is derived and described.

2.1 Introduction

Distillation is an old separation technology for separating liquid mixtures that can be
traced back to the chemists in Alexandria in the first century A.D. Nowadays distillation
is the most important industrial separation technology. It is particularly well suited for
high purity separations since any degree of separation can be obtained with a fixed
energy consumption by increasing the number of equilibrium stages (trays). Distillation is
defined as:

A process in which a liquid or vapor mixture oftwo or more substances are separated
into its component fractions ofdesired purity, by the application and removal ofheat.

Distillation is based on the fact that the vapor of a boiling mixture will be richer in the
component that have lower boiling points and will therefore rise upwards in the
distillation column when heating this up, when this vapor is cooled and condensed, the
condensate will contain more volatile component. At the same time, the original mixture
will contain more of the less volatile material and will move downwards in the column.
Distillation columns are designed to achieve this separation efficiently.

2.2 The model.

The given distillation column has NT = 41 trays. Stage i is between trays i and i +1,
therefore there are NT -1 =40 stages. The reboiler is at the first stage (bottom) and a
total condenser at the last stage (top). Separation of input components, the feed, is
achieved by controlling the transfer ofcomponents between the various stages. The
binary distillation column can be seen in figure 2.1.

13
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Figure 2.1: The binary distillation column.

It is relatively easy to derive models of distillation columns based on almost any degree
of detail, and also to use such models to simulate the behavior in matlab. The column is
studied in several papers and books by Sigurd Skogestad [1,2, and 3].
The model used during this thesis is a nonlinear model with NT -1 theoretical stages
including a reboiler at stage 1 plus a total condenser at stage NT . The feed stage is NF ,
1 < NF < NT . The stages above the feed stage are indexed by i > NF defining the
enriching section and those below the feed stage are indexed by i < NF the stripping
section of the column. The material balance equations for the feed stage and the stages in
the stripping section of the column are affected by the continuous feed to the column and
the withdrawal of the bottom and top product from the reboiler. The model assumptions
are: two components (binary separation); constant pressure; constant relative volatility;
vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) on all stages, and that the liquid is sent to the stage
below and the vapour to the stage above; total condenser; constant molar flows; no
vapour hold-up; linear liquid dynamics with vapour flow effect included ("K2-effect").
These assumptions may seem restrictive, but they capture the main effects which are
important for dynamics and control. We model the binary distillation column as a system
with input u and output y, this can be seen in figure 2.2.

u Model

Figure 2.2: The system of the binary distillation column.

y

{

dX. - = f(x,u)
descnbed by the state model dt

y = g(x,u)
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The inputs of this model are

Where

L = rejlux[kmollmin],

VB =boilup rate[kmoll min],

D = distillate jlol1{kmol I min],

B =bottom jlol1{kmol I min],

F = feed [kmol I min],

Z f = feed composition[mole fraction],

qf = liquid in feed[liquid fraction],

Initially we have a non linear model and the steady state input operating points are

L' = 2.70629,

V; =3.20629,

D' =0.5,
B' = 0.5,
F' =1 ,

z/ =0.5,

qF' =1,

The outputs of this model are

Where

(2.1)

(2.2)

X D =liquid composition of thelightcomponent at the condenser stage [mole fraction],

X B =liquid composition of thelightcomponent at the reboiler stage [mole fraction],

M D = liquid holdup at the condenser stage [kmol],

M B =liquid holdup at the reboiler stage[kmol] ,

Let us introduce the state variable

i =1,... , NT

15
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Xi and Y; are the mole fraction of the liquid and vapour compositions of the light

component on stage i. The vapour composition Y; is related to the liquid composition

Xi on the same stage through the algebraic vapour-liquid equilibrium (2.4).

y = (ex) , i=I, ... ,NT (2.4)
I 1+ a -1 Xi

mole fraction of the liquid compositions of the light component
a is the relative volatility dependent on the product. We want a product separation of at
least 99% on top and bottom, this means that X D =0.99 and X B =0.01.

Let Li and "V; denote the liquid and vapor flow on stage i of the column. From the

assumption of constant molar flows and no vapor dynamics we have the following
expression for the vapor flows except at the feed stage if the feed is partly vaporized.
They are given by

"V; = V For i =NT

"V; =VB + (1- qF)F For NF < i < NT

Vi =VB For 1~ i < NF (2.5)

The constant qF is the feed liquid fraction and is determined by the feed thermal quality,

as indicated in Table 2.1.

T bl 2 1 f, ed h )'a e . : e t enna qua Ity

cool feed qF > 1
feed at bubble point(saturated liquid) qF =1
feed partially vapor and partially liquid 0< qF < 1
feed at dew point (saturated vapor) qF =0
feed super heated qF <0

The liquid flows depend on the liquid hold-up on the stage above and the vapour flow as
follows

L i =L

* M -M* *
Li =L + I I + (Vi_I - Vi_I )A,

T

* M. -M* *
L i = LI + I I + ("V;-I - "V;-J )A,

T

For i =NT

Enriching section NF < i < NT

Stripping section 1~ i < NF (2.6)

WhereM i * is some nominal stage hold-up at tray i, T the time constant for liquid flow

dynamics on each stage and A, the constant for effect of vapour flow on liquid flow "K2
effect". If A, > 0.5 then the reboiler hold-up "flattens out" for some time in response to an

16



increase in boil up, and if A > 1 we get an inverse response. L· is a nominal reflux flow in
the enriching section and

(2.7)

Is a nominal liquid flow in the stripping section. The distillate and bottom product flow
rates are

D=VNT -LNT

B =L I - V;
(2.8)

(2.9)

The total material balance on the various stages is given by the differential equations:

dM NT----;j{ =VNT-, - L NT - D

dM
----;;: =Li+, - Li + Vi-! - Vi

dM NF----;j{ =L NF+I - L NF +VNF_1 - VNF + F

dM.
----;;: =Li+1 - LI + V'_I - Vi

dM1 =L -V-B
dt 2 1

Condenser stage

Enriching section NF < i < NT

Feeder stage

Stripping section 1 < i < NF

Reboiler stage

(2.10)

(2.11 )

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

Here we setMNT = M D at the top of the column, and M, = M B at the bottom of the

columnThe material balances for the component hold-up of the column are given as
follows:

dM NTXNT
dt = VNT-IYNT-I - (LNT +D)XNT Condenser stage (2.15)

dM.Xdt I =L'+IX'+I - Vi-!Y;_' - L,Xi - V;Y; NF < i < NT (2.16)

dM NFXNF
dt =LNF+IXNF+' +VNF-'YNF-I -LNFXNF -VNFYNF +FZF Feederstage (2.17)

dM.X.
-.....:.'----=-, =L.+1X·+1+ V IY I -L.X - VY 1< i < NF (2.18)dt I I /- ,- I I I I

~~ 9)-.....:....-~=L2X2 -VBl'; -BX, Reboilerstage (2.1
dt

Using the chain rule for differentiation, the liquid composition Xi on stage i then becomes

17



d(M;X;) _ X dM;

dX; = dt I dt i = 1, ... , NT (2.20)
dt M;

. d . d . fi dX d dM h' . Id l' d 1 fSmce we enve expreSSIOns or --' an --' t Is)'Ie s a non mear state mo e 0
dt dt

the form

{

dx
-=J(x,u)
dt

y =g(x,u)

x(t) E 9t n , y(t) E 9t P , u(t) E 9t m.

n = dim(x) = 2NT = 82,m = dim(u) = 7,p = dim(y) = 4.

(2.21)

2.3 Physical specifications.

We consider a medium-sized propane-butane distillation column whose physical
parameters are given in Table 2. Note that Table 2.2 defines an input u and initial
condition xO for the column.

T hI 22Th da e . : e operating ata

NT Number of stages = 41

NF Feed stage = 21

a Relative volatility = 1.5

" time constant ofliquid dynamics = 0.063[min]

L " Reflux flow = 2.70629 [lemol/min]
T

V " Boilup vapor flow = 3.20629[kmol/min]
8

D" distillate product flow rate = 0.5[lemollmin]

B" Bottom product flow rate= 0.5 [kmollmin]

F" Feed flow = 1 [lemol/min]

" Feed composition = 0.5 [mole fraction]ZF

" Liquid in feed = 1 [liquid fraction]qF

A Constant for effect of vapour flow on liquid flow
= O.

M;" Nominal stage hold-up = 0.5 [lemol]

M D
" Initial condenser hold-up = 0.5 [lemol]

M 8
" Initial reboiler hold-up = 0.5 [kmol]

X," The mole fraction of light component in
I

composition in liquid phase at tray i, E [0,1]
[mole fraction]

18



2.4 Qualitative properties.

The model derived in section 2.2 has the following qualitative properties.

• Model is non linear See formula 2.4 and formula 2.20.

• Model is not open loop stable as small deviation of input L and initial
condition X inil can lead to large (unbounded) changes in the binary distillation

column, as can be seen in figure 2.3

X 10'00
9,----....,....-------,----,-----....,---------,,-------,

8

7

6

=0 5
E
C

3

2

60504030
Time(min)

2010
O'----- -L- --L ..L--===_---L ----' -----J

o

Figure 2.3: The instability of the binary distillation column.

• The dynamic time constant of the model is around 170 minutes. This is the time
the plant needs to reach 63% of its steady state value for the composition, by a
10% percent increase of the feed flow. This can be seen in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The dynamic time constant of the binary distillation column.

• Control configuration: input ~ u = (~J i = exogenous input, v =controlinput.

output = y = (:J z = outpullobecontrolled, W = measured output .

v

...... Lo'

Model.....
I

I Controller ~

.....

z

w

Figure 2.5: The control configuration.

The above control configuration is been used as the LV-configuration with the following
specifications:
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L

V

o i = F , the inputs used to excite the system.

zF

qF

o v =(~J 'the inputs used to control the system.

o z =(~:J'the outputs which will be controlled such

thatXD =0.99andXB =0.01.

o w=(: : J, the measured outputs which will be used as inputs for

the controller w H v. The controller is static proportional,

v =[10 O]w.
o 10

• Simulation data:

The LV-configuration is been simulated, this has been accomplished by exciting the
exogenous inputs as can be seen in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: The input u chosen to excite the distillation column.
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The simulation results including the four outputs can be seen in figure 2.7.

0.9

0.8
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~
II>
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E 0.5 MO
~

0.4

0.3
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A/\_- /\
'- /

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
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Figure 2.7: The response of the four outputs of the binary distillation column.
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Chapter 3

Metllods
Model reduction amounts to simplify dynamical descriptions of the behaviour of a
complex plant which is hard to model directly. Instead of modelling the overall behaviour
of such plants a simplified model is built, which is capable of modelling the observed
behaviour at a particular scale of interest using simulation data. Analytical model
reduction of nonlinear systems is based on the use of simulation data. The methods which
are used to reduce the model of the binary distillation column are discussed in this
chapter.

3.1 Reduction strategies

3.1.1 POD method

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is used as the first model reduction method.
POD analysis results in a set of basis functions, which describes the dominant dynamics
of a given system, the method projects simulation data onto a set of appropriately chosen
basis functions. The basis function retrieved are called proper orthogonal modes. The
basis functions are derived from simulated data and are physically relevant. The reduced
order nonlinear model is obtained by applying a Galerkin projection of the partial
differential equations of the original model onto the space spanned by the set of basis
functions. The number of the basis functions combined with the original partial
differential equations determines the order of the reduced model. The reduced order
linear model is obtained by applying a Galerkin projection of the system matrices of the
original linear model onto the space spanned by the set of basis functions. The number of
the basis functions used for multiplication with the system matrices detennines the order
of the reduced model, this phenomena is dicussed in [7]. In our case, relevant data for
deriving basis functions is obtained from simulations of the state. The existing model is
projected onto those basis functions which correspond to the largest eigenvalues. POD is
a powerful method aiming at obtaining low-dimensional approximate descriptions for
nonlinear large-scale dynamical systems. The technique is to maximize the expectation of
the energy in a basis set. POD is also known as: the Karhunen-Loeve decomposition
(KLD), the principal components analysis (PCA), and the singular value decomposition
(SVD) discussed in [6]. Despite the drastic reduction of the number of equations, the
computational gain for the reduction of nonlinear processes is for some applications low,
leading to slow simulations.

3.1.2 PDP method.

When we can characterise the most important dynamical data of a system, and are able to
get it without time expensive calculations. Then we Parameterize Data Pattern (PDP) and
this is used as the second model reduction method. By this method we will parameterize
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the most dynamic data pattern which is the light components liquid composition
X"i E [1,.,,41]as can be seen in figure 3.1.

4540353020 25

i(tray index)

1510o 5
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/

/
/
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o -----

0.9

0.8

0.7

8' 0.6

:u
~ 0.5
III
15
E
><- 0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Figure 3.1: The data pattern which describes the liquid composition of the light component.

This data pattern which describes the liquid composition of the light component is
extracted from the nonlinear stabilized plant, and resembles the values of the
states [XI"" X41 ] . For states [X42 , .. , X 82 ] which correspond to the hold-up at each tray, there

is no reason to parameterize. Because the hold-up values are constantM; = 0,5, and the

hold-up resemble the values of these states.
In view of figure 3.1 there are several candidates to parameterize the data pattern; first we
parameterise a class of candidate functions p(i, ()), () E 0 ~ 91 d , i E {1, .. ,41}. These
candidates are:

• Polynomial function:

• Exponential function:

• Arctangents function: p(i,()) = -arctan(()1 (x - NF)) + ()2
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• Wave function:
1

p(i, B) =O2 + 1 -(J,(x-NF)
+e

These candidates will make p(i, B) no longer data depending, but instead inspired of
physical dynamics (waves). The high dimensional space which is an 82 dimensional
space for the binary distillation column, is then projected (galerkin) onto the one
dimensional space using p(i, 0). Projecting the partial differential equations of the
original model in the case we have a nonlinear model, and projecting the system matrices
in case we have a linear model.

3.2 linearization strategies

3.2.1 Control of linearized plant.

In control engineering, it is common to describe the model into an equivalent state space
form:

{

dx- = f(x,u)
dt

y = g(x,u)

We wish to linearize the model around a linearization point(u,x,y) =(u*,x*,y*). This
linearization point represents the steady-state or nominal operation point of the system.
The equilibrium state x * has been generated as the steady state response of the column,
after running it for duration of 20000 minutes on the nonlinear model. With input vector
u =u * defined by 7 entries and the initial condition

X;nit =col[XJ ,,,,,X41 IM 1, ... ,M41 ] =[0.01,...,0.9910.5,0.5,0.5].

This yields a continuous-time linear, time-invariant system

{
d~ =F~+GOJ
dt

77 =H~ +JOJ

With

F = df (x* u*)
dx ' ,

and where

G = df (x* u*) H = dg (x* u*) J = dg (x* u*)
du " dx" du ' ,

OJ=u-u*. ~=x-x*, 77=y-y*.

Those maps
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u =col[L,V,D,B,F,zF,qF] H Y =[:] =col[XD'X"MD,M ,J

OJ, ~ and lJ should now be interpreted as deviations from the nominal values u *, x *
and y * .The resulting linearized model is unstable. A feedback stabilizing controller [P]

has been used that maps w ~ [ : : ] H v =[~] according to

(
DJ (D *; (Kd(MD - MD*)J= + as can be seen in figure 2.5.
B B * Kb(MB - MB*)

Note that this is a proportional controller, where the controller gains KD = KB = 10. This
controller stabilizes the non-linear column at the operating conditions of Table 2.2.

3.2.2 Linearization of controlled plant.

We wish to linearize this time the whole system (plant and controller)

{

dx'd =['(x',u')

y,t= g'(x',u')

consisting of the nonlinear model and the proportional feedback stabilizing controller[P],
which sets two inputs using two outputs around a linearization point
(u' ,x' ,y') = (u'*,x'*,y'*). Input vector u'= u'* defined by 5 entries and the initial
condition

xO =col[X1 , ... , X 41 IM ,,...,M41 ] =[0.01,...,0.991 0.5,0.5,0.5].

This system has been linearized again to yield a linear state space model.

{
d~' = F'~'+G'OJ'
dt

lJ'= H'~'+J'OJ'

With

dlf' dlf' d ' d '
F'= -(x'* u'*) G'= -(x'* u'*) H'= -lL(x'* u'*) J'= ~(x'* u'*)

dx' ' , du' " dx'" du' ' ,

and where
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(j)'= u'-u'*, ~'= x'-x'*, rl'= y'-y'* ,

Because of the closed loop construction, this model maps inputs to outputs in a different
manner than before:

u'= co/[L,V,F,zF,qF] f-> y'= [:] = co/EXD'X.,MD,M.J

(j)', f and TJ' should be interpreted as deviations from the nominal values u'*, x'* and

y'*.

{
d~. . . .. - =F~ +G(j)

A contmuous lmear tIme-mvanant system dt

TJ =H~ +J(j)

is marginally stable if and only the real part of every eigenvalue of A is non-positive,
and all eigenvalues with zero real value are simple roots (i.e. the eigenvalues on the
imaginary axis are all distinct from one another). If all the
eigenvalues of A have strictly negative real parts, the system is called asymptotically
stable. Stability implies that for any bounded input over any amount of time, the output
will also be bounded. This is known as BIBO stability. If a system is BIBO stable then
the output is finite if the input remains finite.
The variables of an asymptotically stable control system will eventually reach a steady
state point and will not show permanent oscillations, which are instead present if a pole
has exactly a real part equal to zero (or a modulus equal to one). If a simply stable system
response neither decays nor grows over time, and has no oscillations, it is referred to as
marginally stable; in this case it has one pole in the origin. Oscillations are present when
poles with real part equal to zero have imaginary part not equal to zero.

The resulting linearized controlled model is stable.

Observation 3.1 Linearizing the non linear plant and stabilizing it with a controller
gives the same result as linearizing the nonlinear plant and controller included in the
linearization and both redUcing it.

The poles of both methods are identical indicating that the dynamical characteristics of
both systems are the same. And the impulse response and step response and bode diagram
are also identical.

3.3 Basis generation strategies

3.3.1 POD basis functions.

The input used to get the basis functions should be sufficiently rich.
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Z = [Z'''Z/2 .•. .2/3000 ] E ~82x3000 is the data matrix obtained from the binary distillation

column, this is called a matrix of snapshots of the state. When getting the basis functions

of the non linear systems this matrix will be correlated with its transposed Zcor= ZZT.

Zcor E 9{82x82 is then the obtained state data matrix. Then we compute the singular value

decomposition (SYD) of the matrix Zcor, which is of the form Zcor =U L: V T where

U E ~ NxN orthogonal matrix, V E ~mxm orthogonal matrix, the superscript T indicates

matrix transpose, and L: E ~ Nxm matrix with all elements zero except along the

diagonal. U E~ 82x82 =[«PI' «P2 '00' «P8z] where «PI is the most dominant gain directed basis

function. An U E ~ Nxm /\ m < N is a linear operator that maps vectors from an r

dimensional space, say 31, to an k-dimensional space, say 32. I will show the first 3 basis

function obtained by POD for different systems. U E ~82x3 =[«PP«P2,«P3]'

II «PI 11= 1, II «PI 11= 1, II «PI 11= 1. Note that «PI = [«PI I ], where «PI ' is the basis function of Xi and
lfJl " I

«PI " the basis function of M;. The theory of this method is discussed in [5]. Now we will
I

extract basis function from different systems, and will eventually choose the basis
functions which reflect the main dynamics of the binary distillation column. All the
systems are excited with the input of figure 2.6, this input results in a rank of 55 for the
collected data Z .

Nonlinear plant:

It is not possible to extract basis functions from the nonlinear plant, exciting the system
leads to unbounded output data.

Nonlinear stabilized plant:

The three dominant basis functions retrieved from the simulation data are shown, «PI I in
I

figure 3.2 and «PI "in figure 3.3.
I

0.'

domInanl basis functions concentration

-C.So'---'---,'-O---L'S,------20:'-----L
2S

,------3,c-O----"
3S
o--------L.

O
---'.S

l(Iraylndex)

Figure 3.2: The three dominant basis functions ofthe composition obtained from the nonlinear stable plant.
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Figure 3.3: The three dominant basis functions of the hold-up obtained from the nonlinear stabilized plant.

The first basis function ((JI =[((J,'], has the same pattern as the main data pattern of the
((J, "

binary distillation column in steady state. Where ((J, ' resembles the mole fraction of the
I

liquid compositions of the light component, and ((Jl" resembles the hold-up which was
I

constant (already discussed in 3.1.2).

Linear plant:

It is possible to extract basis functions from the linearized plant even the plant is unstable.

The first basis function ((JI = [((J, I ], has almost the pattern as the main data pattern of
((J, "

the binary distillation column in steady state. Where ((J, ' resembles the mole fraction of
I

the liquid compositions of the light component, and ((J, " resembles the hold-up which
I

was constant (already discussed in 3.1.2). The three dominant basis functions retrieved
from the simulation data are shown, ((J,,' in figure 3.4 and ((J" "in figure 3.5.
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domlnant basis functions concentration
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Figure 3.4: The three dominant basis functions of the composition obtained from the linear unstable plant.

dominBIll bBsis flnCllons iquid holdUp
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0.2
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5 10 15 20 25
1(lrav Index)

30 35 40 45

Figure 3.5: The three dominant basis functions of the hold-up obtained from the linear unstable plant.

Stabilized linear plant:

The three dominant basis functions retrieved from the simulation data are shown, '1\ I In

figure 3.6 and rp'j" in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: The three dominant basis functions of the composition obtained from the linear stabilized plant.

dominant basis functions liquid holdup
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40

'----------:'45

I(lray Index)

Figure 3.7: The three dominant basis functions of the hold-up obtained from the linear stabilized plant.

The first basis function qJl = [qJ' ' ], has almost the pattern as the main data pattern of
qJ,"

the binary distillation column in steady state. Where qJ" I resembles the mole fraction of

the liquid compositions of the light component, and qJ," resembles the hold-up which
I

was constant (already discussed in 3.1.2).

The basis functions extracted from the nonlinear stable plant are those who used for
simulations in this report, because they resemble the main dynamic of the plant as best.
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3.3.2 PDP functions.

We want to match the found candidates with the data pattern of figure 3.1 in the least
squares sense; the parameters of the founded functions are adjusted to achieve a minimal

error yielding best fit parameters O· =11 Xi - p(i, 0) II min ,i E {1, .. ,41} . This is done using

the routine lsqcurvefit of matlab 6.5. Then the infinity-norm as the 2-norm are both
calculated for the error between the fitted function and the data pattern. This is done for
each candidate. In the case we should calculate the optimal parameters analytically, there
is an example how it should done for the polynomial function as can be seen in
appendix A.

• Polynomial function:

00

• 01With four parameters 0 = we were able to match the polynomial function with the
O2

03

data pattern as can be seen in figure 3.8.
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/
/'~
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-------:2.L
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0,2

09

~ 0,6
6
ti
£ 0,5
Q)

"15
E
~ 0.4

Figure 3.8: The data pattern of the light components liquid composition compared with the polynomial
function.

The match error for the polynomial function with the data pattern is:

II PI (i, 0) - Xi 11/00 =0.022

II PI (i, 0) - Xi 11/2 =0.066
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• Exponential function:

()l

• ()2
With four parameters () = we were able to match the exponential function with the

()3

()4

data pattern as can be seen in figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: The data pattern of the light components liquid composition compared with the exponential
function.

The match error for the exponential function with the data pattern is:

II P2(i,())-Xi 11,,,,=0.081

II P2 (i, ()) - Xi 11/2 =0.255

• Arctangents function:

With only two parameters O· =[:~] we were able to match the arctangents function with

the data pattern as can be seen in figure 3.10.
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I(tray Index)

Figure 3.10: The data pattern of the light components liquid composition compared with the arctangents
function.

The match error for the arctangents function with the data pattern is:

II P3 (i, ()) - Xi 11/00 =0.028

Ilp3(i,(})-X; 1112=0.101

• Wave function:

With only two parameters O· ~ [:J we were ahle to match the wave function wi th the

data pattern as can be seen in figure 3.11.

1.2,---,------,-----.----r----,--,---,------,----,

0.6
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Figure 3.11: The data pattern of the light components liquid composition compared with the wave function.
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The match error for the wave function with the data pattern is:

II P4 (i, B) - Xi II,,,, = 0.026

II P4 (i, B) - Xi 11,2 =0.09

The polynomial function is not used for simulation of PDP because it can have different
shape form with different parameters, and is then not physically relevant. The exponential
function as the arctangents function is neither used; the wave function has the best fitting
compared to the data pattern of figure 3.1 with minimum parameters and is used for PDP.

3.4 Realized strategies.

We propose 4 model reduction strategies as been highlighted by figure 3.12

5
IRed(NL) i 2

5 Red(NL+P) 4
2 2

p

~I

5

~
2

2 2

: p I

/ IV

5 2
Red(lin(NL+P» 4Red(lin(NL» 5

2 2

: p I
Figure 3.12: The four realized model reduction strategies scheme

I. This strategy reduces the nonlinear plant, and stabilizes the reduced order model
with a proportional controller.

II. This strategy reduces the nonlinear plant and the stabilizing controller.
III. This strategy linearizes and reduces the nonlinear plant, and stabilizes the reduced

order plant with a proportional controller.
IV. This strategy linearizes and reduces the nonlinear plant and the controller.

These reduction strategies are done both with POD and PDP.
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Chapter 4

Results & Simulations

This chapter will present the results and simulations achieved through the different
reduction strategies discussed in paragraph 3.4 for both POD an PDP. The nonlinear
model with an order of 82 is stabilized with a proportional controller in LV
configuration, where we use D to control M_D, and B to control M_B. We have used two
P-controllers with gains equal to 10. This topology is been simulated, and each time
compared with a model reduction strategy.

The input defined for all the strategies is a step for each input in a certain time as can be
seen in figure 4.1, and is the same input sequence as that of figure 2.6.
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Figure 4.1: The input defined for all the simulations.
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4.1 POD method results.

4.1.1 Simulation results.

The basis functions used for reduction are those of the nonlinear stable system, because
they resemble the concentration of the light component as well as the hold-up which were
found in the literature [1].

Strategy1:

This nonlinear model has been reduced to an order of 10 with the POD method and has
been simulated in the equilibrium statexo =TI:\Xinil , note that the controller is not

included in the reduction. Reducing the system with POD to an order one leads to
instability for this strategy.
The simulated top composition of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant as can be
seen in figure 4.2.
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0
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0
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Time(min)

Figure 4.2: The simulated top composition of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant.

The match error of both responses is:

"XD -XDred 11,,,,=3.68

II X D -XDred 11'2=1.07e+002

The simulated bottom composition of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant as can be
seen in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The simulated bottom composition of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant.

The match error of both responses is:

The simulated top hold-up of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant as can be seen in
figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The simulated top hold-up of the fun and reduced order nonlinear plant.
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The match error of both responses is:

II M D - M Dre{/ 11/00 =1.53

11MD - M Dred 11/2 =42.78

The simulated bottom hold-up of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant as can be seen
in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The simulated bottom hold-up of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant.

The match error of both responses is:

II M B - M Bred 11/00 =3.60

11M B - MBred 11/2 = 93.92

The controller which was able to stabilize the fuIl order nonlinear plant is not able to
stabilize the reduced tenth order non linear plant as can be observed from these
simulations.
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Strategy2:

This nonlinear model is been reduced to an order of 10 with the POD method and is been
simulated in the equilibrium state Xo =I1 'JXinit , note that the controller is included in the

reduction. Reducing the system with POD to an order one leads to instability for this
strategy. The simulated top composition of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant and
controller included in the reduction as can be seen in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: The simulated top composition of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant and controller
included in the reduction.

The match error of both responses is:

II X D - X Dred II,,,, =0.058

The simulated bottom composition of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant and
controller included in the reduction as can be seen in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: The simulated bottom composition of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant and controller
included in the reduction.

The match error of both responses is:

II X B - X Bred 11/00 =0.032

II X B - X Bred II l2 =0.452

The simulated top hold-up of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant and controller
included in the reduction as can be seen in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: The simulated top hold-up of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant and controller included
in the reduction.
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The match error of both responses is:

II M D - M Dred 11/00 = 0.003

The simulated bottom hold-up of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant and controller
included in the reduction as can be seen in figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: The simulated bottom hold-up of the full and reduced order nonlinear plant and controller
included in the reduction.

The match error ofboth responses is:

II M B - M Bred 11/00= 0.011

11M B -MBred 11/2=0.039

From the observations we can conclude that this strategy achieved our goal which was
reducing the system preserving the original physical relationship.
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Strategy3:

This linear model is been reduced to an order of 10 with the POD method and is been
simulated in the equilibrium state X o =0, note that the controller is not included in the

reduction. Reducing the system with POD to an order one leads to instability for this
strategy. The simulated top composition of the full order non linear plant and reduced
order linear plant as can be seen in figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: The simulated top composition of the full order nonlinear plant and reduced order linear plant.

The match error of both responses is:

II X D - X Dred 11/2 =3.760

The simulated bottom composition of the full order non linear plant and reduced order
linear plant as can be seen in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: The simulated bottom composition of the full order nonlinear plant and reduced order linear
plant.

The match error of both responses is:

II X B - X Bred 11/00 =0.224

II X B -XBred 1112= 3.801

The simulated top hold-up of the full order nonlinear plant and reduced order linear plant
as can be seen in figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: The simulated top hold-up of the full order nonlinear plant and reduced order linear plant.
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The match error of both responses is:

II M D - M Dreil 11 /00 = 0.039

11M D - M Dred 11/2 = 1.726

The simulated bottom hold-up of the full order nonlinear plant and the reduced order
linear plant as can be seen in figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: The simulated bottom hold-up of the full order nonlinear system and reduced order linear
plant.

The match error of both responses is:

II M B - M Bred II lao =0.071

11 M B - M Breil 11 / 2 = 3.301

The controller which was able to stabilize the full order nonlinear plant is still able to
stabilize the reduced tenth order linear plant as can be observed from these simulations.
The responses show the same dynamics but do have a steady state error; this is because
the controller is not designed to stabilize the reduced linear plant.
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Strategy4:

This linear model is been reduced to an order of 10 with the POD method and is been
simulated in the equilibrium state X o =0, note that the controller is included in the

reduction. Reducing the system with POD to an order one leads to instability for this
strategy. The simulated top composition of the full order nonlinear plant and the reduced
order linear plant where the controller is included in the reduction as can be seen in figure
4.14.
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Figure 4.14: The simulated top composition of the full order nonlinear plant and reduced order linear plant
and controller included in the reduction.

The match error of both responses is:

II X D - X Dred 11/00 =0.376

The simulated bottom composition of the full order nonlinear plant and the reduced order
linear plant where the controller is included in the reduction as can be seen in figure 4.15.
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Figure 4,15: The simulated bottom composition of the full order nonlinear plant and reduced order linear
plant and controller included in the reduction.

The match error of both responses is:

II X B - X Bred 11100 =0.293

II X B - X Bred 1112 =3.006

The simulated top-hold-up of the full order nonlinear plant and the reduced order linear
plant where the controller is included in the reduction as can be seen in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: The simulated top hold-up of the full order nonlinear plant and reduced order linear plant and
controller included in the reduction.
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The match error of both responses is:

II M D - M Dred II,,,, = 0.008

11MD - M Dred 11/2 = 0.074

The simulated bottom hold-up of the full order nonlinear plant and the reduced order
linear plant where the controller is included in the reduction as can be seen in figure 4.17.

3000250020001500
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0.46o
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0.53

0.48

~ 0.5
~

~

"':::;: 0.49

0.51

0.52

Figure 4.17: The simulated bottom hold-up of the full order nonlinear system and reduced order linear
system and controller included in the reduction.

The match error of both responses is:

II M B - M Bred 11,,,,= 0.011

11MB - MBred 11,2 = 0.062

These responses of strategy 4 are much better compared with those of strategy 3 based on
the match error than. The reason of this is that the dynamics which are in concern of
control will be kept in the reduction process, when including the controller in the
reduction.

4.1.2 Accuracy.

H-infinity norm of the difference of stabilizing the reduced linear plant (strategy3) and
reducing the linearized stable plant (strategy4) is:
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H-two norm of the difference of strategy3 and strategy4 is:

The two strategies do not result in to the same system; this explains why the responses of
paragraph 4.1.1 for strategy3 and strategy4 were different.

4.1.3 Stability.

Strategy 3 results in an asymptotic stable system since all real parts of the eigen values
are less than zero. Strategy 4 results in an asymptotic stable system since all real parts of
the eigen values are also less than zero. Analytical verification of a controllers stabilizing
effect on the linear column can be seen in Appendix B.

4.2 PDP method results.

The data pattern of the light components composition in liquid phase used for reduction is
the one of figure 3.1, the parameterized wave function is been used as the projection
vector resulting in a one order reduced model.

Strategy1:

This nonlinear model is been reduced to an order of 1 with the PDP method and is been
simulated in the equilibrium state Xo =IT 3X;nir ' note that the controller is not included in

the reduction. The simulated top composition of the full and one order parameterized
nonlinear plant as can be seen in figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: The simulated top composition of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant.
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The match error of both responses is:

II X D -XDred 1112=1.7143e+005

The simulated bottom composition of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear
plant can be seen in figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: The simulated bottom composition of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant.

The match error of both responses is:

IIXB -XBred 11/00=30.512

II X B - X Bred 11/2 = 873.742

The simulated top hold-up of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant can be
seen in figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: The simulated top hold-up of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant.

The match error of both responses is:

IIMD -MD l'etI l1l2= 3.1881e+005

The simulated bottom hold-up of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant can
be seen in figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: The simulated bottom hold-up of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant

The match error of both responses is:

11M B -M Bred 11,,,,=6.0140e+003

II M B - M Bred 11,2 = 1.8860e + 005

It is obvious that this strategy leads to an instable reduced order plant for the PDP
method. The reason for this is the optimum parametero' , this was based on the best fit of
the data pattern. Instead of that it should have been fitted on the full order plant. The
controller was also not optimized to stabilize the one order reduced plant.

{
: = !CO'x,O'u)

y =gCO'x,O'u)

Strategy2:

This nonlinear model is been reduced to an order of I with the PDP method and is been
simulated in the equilibrium state Xo = I13Xinil ' note that the controller is included in the

reduction. The simulated top composition of the full and one order parameterized
nonlinear plant and controller included in the reduction can be seen in figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: The simulated top composition of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant and
controller included in the reduction.

The match error of both responses is:

II X D -XDred 11/",=0.706

II X D -XDred 1112=36.381

The simulated bottom composition of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear
plant and controller included in the reduction can be seen in figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: The simulated bottom composition of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant and
controller included in the reduction.
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The match error of both responses is:

The simulated top hold-up of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant and
controller included in the reduction can be seen in figure 4.24
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Figure 4.24: The simulated top hold-up of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant and
controller included in the reduction.

The match error of both responses is:

II M D - M Dred 11/2 =18.779

The simulated bottom hold-up of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant and
controller included in the reduction can be seen in figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25: The simulated bottom hold-up of the full and one order parameterized nonlinear plant and
controller included in the reduction.

The match error of both responses is:

11M B -MBred 11/..,=0.375

II M B - M Bred 11/2 =18.808

The stabilized full order nonlinear plant is still stable for the reduced ones order nonlinear
plant as can be observed from these simulations. The responses do not match at all and
have a very large steady state error. The reason for this is the optimum parameter (/ , this
was based on the best fit of the data pattern. Instead of that it should have been fitted on

{

dX = f((lx O'u)
the full order plant. dt .'•

y =g(O x,O u)

Strategy3:

This strategy leads to an unstable system for a one order parameterized reduction, the
eigen value of the system matrix A is positive The reason for this is the optimum
parameterO', this was based on the best fit of the data pattern. Instead of that it should

{

dX =AO'x+BO'u
have been fitted on the full order plant. dt • •

y= CO x+DO u
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Strategy4:

This strategy leads to an unstable system for a one order parameterized reduction, the
eigen value of the system matrix A is positive. The reason for this is the optimum
parameter(l, this was based on the best fit of the data pattern. Instead of that it should

{

dx • •
-=AOx+BOu

have been fitted on the full order plant. dt • •

y =CO x+DO u
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Chapter 5

Generalization of the methods

This chapter will present the results and simulations achieved through an example where
we reduced the model using the developed methods. The presented results in chapter 4 of
the methods discussed in chapter3 will be now generalized, and will be used for a three
mass system.

5.1 The model of the three-mass system.

This system can be seen in figure 5.1.

F

xo-o""
Figure 5.1: The three-mass system

The differential equations of this system are:

. ..
-F-k3(X3-x2)-b3(X3-x2)=m3x3. . .. ..
k3(x3 - x 2 ) +b3(X3 - X2) - k2 (x2 - XI) - b2 (X2 - XI) = m2 X2. . ..
k2(X2 -x l )+b2(X2-XI)-k 1x j -bl XI =m l XI

The input of this model is then

u=F

Where

F = force(N]

The output of this model is

y =x2

Where

X 2 = position of m 2 [meter]
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The model can then be viewed in figure 5.2

F Model
6 order :====~>x2

Figure 5,2: The model of the three-mass system.

This yields a continuous-time linear, time-invariant sixth order system which can be
written in state space form as

0 0 0 0 0
XI - k 2 - k l - b2 - bl k 2 b2

XI 0
0 0

XI m, m. m, ml
XI

0

0 0 0 0 0 x 2
0

X2

!l b2 - k 3 - k 2 - b3 - b2 !:l !l + 0 F
X2 m 2 m 2 m 2 m 2 m 2 m 2

X2 0

0 0 0 0 0 x3 1
X3

0 0
k 3 !l - k 3 - b3 X3 m 3

X3 m 3 m 3 m 3 m J

XI

XI

Y = [0 0]
x 2

0 0 0 . +OF
x 2

x3

x3

The initial condition of the three-mass plant is

The physical specifications of this model are:

Table 5 I' The model data, ,

ml
The mass =100[kg]

m2
The mass =200[kg]

m3
The mass =20[kg]
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b)
The friction constant =50[N sec]

m
b2 The friction constant =100[N sec]

m
b3 The friction constant =lO[N sec]

m
k)

The spring constant =5000[ N ]
m

k2 The spring constant =1OOOO[ N]
m

k3 The spring constant =1OOO[ N ]
m

F The force = lOOOO[N]

The basis functions of this three-mass system can be seen in figure 5.3.

dominant basis funclions
0.8,---,----,----,..---,..---..,---..,---,----,-----,----

3 4
Statas

Figure 5.3: The basis functions of the three-mass system.

5.2 The POD method results.

The Full (sixth) order model is been reduced with POD until an order of five as can be
seen in figure 5.4.
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F ~~ POD
5 order

x2

Figure 5.4: The reduced fifth order model of the three-mass system which is been reduced by POD.

This reduced fifth order linear model is unstable, because the third eigen-value is
positive.

The Full (sixth) order model is been again reduced with POD until an order of one as can
be seen in figure 5.5.

F .I POD
1 order

:=====;:>x2

Figure 5.5: The reduced one order model of the three-mass system which is been reduced by POD.

Note that this system is stable surprisingly. You would not expect that a less (one) order
could lead to stability, when a higher (five) order model is unstable. The step and impulse
response as the bode diagram of this reduced order model are compared with the full
order model, as can be seen by figure 5.6 and 5.7 and 5.9.

r

Slep Response
-I - Full ordOl I
I - reduced ordOl I
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-8 '--- ---"- --'-_------'__-'--_--'--_-----J'--_-'-_--'

o

Figure 5.6: The step response of the reduced one order POD model of the three-mass system compared with
the full sixth order three-mass system.
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Figure 5.7: The impulse response of the reduced one order POD model of the three-mass system compared
with the full sixth order three-mass system.

The impulse response of a balanced truncated reduced one order model is also shown for
comparison as can be seen in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: The impulse response of the reduced one order balanced truncated model
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Bode Diagram
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Figure 5.9: The bode diagram of the reduced one order POD model of the three-mass system compared
with the full sixth order three-mass system.

5.3 The PDP method results.

The Full (sixth) order model is been reduced this time with PDP until an order of one as
can be seen in figure 5.10.

F ~I PDP
1 order =====::c>x 2

Figure 5.10: The reduced one order model of the three-mass system which is been reduced by PDP.

The polynomial function of the form

d-l

p(x,B) = LBkxk

k=O

is been used to parameterize the data pattern of figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: The main data pattern of the three-mass system after an excitation with an impulse.

For d =6 which correspond to the six states of the three mass system we found a
normalized polynomial function which parameterizes the data pattern as can be seen in
figure 5.12.

0.6,-------------,-----,-----,---------,------,

-06

-0.8'-------------'--------'------.L..---------'-----~
12356

States

Figure 5.12: The nonnalized polynomial function.
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The step and impulse response as the bode diagram of this reduced order model are
compared with the full order model, as can be seen by figure 5.13 and 5.14 and 5.15 the
reduced order model by PDP is unstable.
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Figure 5.13: The step response of the reduced one order PDP model of the three-mass system compared
with the full sixth order three-mass plant.
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Figure 5.14: The impulse response of the reduced one order PDP model of the three-mass system compared
with the full sixth order three-mass system.
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Bode Dlegrem
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Figure 5.15: The step response of the reduced one order PDP model of the three-mass system compared
with the full sixth order three-mass system.

The PDP failed again as a model reduction method. The reason for this is the optimum
parameter f/ , this was based on the best fit of the data pattern. Instead of that it should

{

dX =Af/x+Bf/u
have been fitted on the full order plant. dt • •

y = CO x+DO u
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Conclusions and recommendations
The goal to reduce the model of a distillation column while keeping the important control
characteristics is achieved; typically, an 88% order reduction of a non linear model is
obtained with POD. Comparison of the reduced tenth order model with the full order
model shows an excellent minimal match error of the process responses. The PDP
method gives a one order result. Reducing the nonlinear plant, which consists of the
model and controller is the only stable strategy for the PDP approach. The PDP method
resulted in non-stable models for the other strategies. Reducing the stabilizedplant, this
strategy appeared the best reduction strategy for the column. The main Conclusion is that
the POD is a better reduction method, because we have more data patterns available than
the method PDP. We should parameterize more data patterns than only the first one,
because a one order reduction leads to losing the relationship of the input output behavior
for PDP.

The conclusions will be listed on here:

• The POD basis functions which give us the most information about the system
dynamics are those which are taken from the non linear stabilized system.

• When a full order model is stabilized with some controller it does not give any
guarantee that a reduced order model with POD or PDP is still stable with that
controller.

• The controller should been included in the reduction, because our domain of
finding the optimal reduced order system will be extended.

• POD is better than PDP when we are not obligated to reach a one order reduced
system, because POD resembles more data patterns which describe the dynamics
of the system.

• Reducing the stabilized plant (strategy2), this strategy appeared the best
reduction strategy for the column, for both POD and PDP.

• One order POD reduced system is not the same as a one order PDP reduced
system, based on the reduced one order column. Where the POD method resulted
in unstable systems for all reduction strategies and the PDP resulted in a stable
system for (strategy2).

• If the full n-order system is been reduced to an r-order system with POD, and this
r-order model is stable. There is no guarantee that the r' -reduced model is stable,
where n ~ r'~ r. This is been verified on the three mass system.

The recommendations will be listed on here:

• There are other proportional control configurations to stabilize the plant with,
which give different responses on the same input excitations. The
recommendation is to do research for those configurations, in terms of model
reduction and also for other non-proportional control configurations like PI or
PID. When we include a dynamic controller like PI or PID in the reduction we
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expect better results, because our domain of finding the optimal reduced order
system will be extended with one or two order respectively.

• By PDP the optimum parameterO' was based on the best fit of the data pattern.
Instead of that it should have been fitted on the full order plant to get better
results, like those discussed in [4].

{

dX = AO'x+BO'u {dx = f(O'x,O'u)
dt dt

Y =CO'x+DO'u Y =g(O'x,O'u)

• A dynamic PDP method (DPDP), where we dynamically parameterize the
projection vector should overcome the instability problem.

{
dx. .
- = A(O (t»x + B(O (t»u
dt

y =C(O'(t»x + D(O'(t»u

{
dx . .- = f((O (t»x,(O (t»u)
dt

y =g((O' (t»x,(O' (t»u)
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Appendix A

Optimal parameter calculation
We are minimizing the cost function

l(B) =11 p(x,B)-qJI(x) 112

Our goal is then to find the optimum B such that

l(B·) =minl(B).
(Je0

Given that

Bo

B.
xE{I, ..,4I}, p(x,B)=[XO,XI,X2,X3,X4] B2 •

B3

B4

We can write

Bo

B,
p(x,B)-qJ.(x)=[XO,XI,X2,X3,X4] B2 -qJ,(x).

B3

B4

41

II p(x,B)-qJ,(x) 11;= II p(xk,B)-qJl(Xk) 12

k='

° I 2 3 4
Xl XI XI X. XI

° I 2 3 4X2 X2 X2 X2 X2

Let

=

Bo

B.
B2

B3° I 2 3 4
X41,X41,X41,X41'X41 B

4
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o I 2 3 4 00
((JI (XI)XI ,X"XI ,XI ,XI

01o I 2 3 4
((JJX2 )

A=
X2,X2,X2,X2,X2

0= O2 ,b=,
... ... ... ... ...

03o I 234 ((JJ(X 41 )
X 41 ' X41 ' X41 ' X 41 ' X 41 04

Then we can write fonnula (a) as

(AO - b)T (AO - b) =11 AO - b II; ==> min II AO' - b II;
(JE8

The optimal parameter 0 is then equal to

b

n
imA

AO'=ITb=:>imA=AO, OE0,c9l 41
•

imA
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Appendix B

Stability of a controller for a linear system

u1

u2

>
A,B,C,D

.....

I Controller
I

y1

y2

dx- =Ax+ B,u, +B2u2dt

Yl =C,x + D"u 1 + Dl2U2 =>
Y2 = C2x + D21 U1+ D22u2

U2 =PY2

dx- = Ax + B1u, + B2PY2
dt

Yl = C,x + Dllu, + D12 PY2 =>

Y2 = C2x+D21 U, +D22 PY2 => Y2 = (I -D22prl[C2X+D2IUI]

Aeon1r = A + B2P(I - D22 pr' C2

Beanlr = B, + B2P(I - D22 pr' D21

Ceanrr = C, + D'2 P(I - D22 p r l C2

Dean//' = D'l + D12 P(I - D22 pr
l
D2\

With eig( Aeonl,.) =..... we can verify the poles of the system; if one of the poles lies in

the right half plane then the system is unstable.
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